
SEVEN CONSIDERATIONS FOR WRITING A MOVIE REVIEW: 

 

1. If circumstances permit, view the film more than once. It’s easy to miss key elements, or even 

the whole point, after just a single viewing. 

2. Express your opinion of the film, but support your criticism. If you are offended or 

disappointed or embarrassed, provide a valid reason, even if you think it is obvious. A film 

review that comes across as a personal attack on an actor, director, or screenwriter or a diatribe 

about a genre is a failed review. 

3. Adjust the style of your review for the readership. If you’re pitching reviews to a traditional 

publication, you’re expected to be fairly evenhanded (though even mainstream film critics are 

permitted — nay, expected — to gently mock particularly inept filmmaking). If your target 

audience is fanboys (and fangirls) on a movie-geek Web site, though, feel free to take the gloves 

off. Either way, though, support your criticism with valid observations; hurling invective is not 

the same thing as evaluation. 

4. Avoid spoilers. One of the most pernicious fairly recent developments in the review genre is 

the careless, thoughtless revelation of key plot points. It’s a sign of professionalism to refrain 

from giving such information away. Exception: Reviews of previously released films don’t 

necessarily adhere to this rule, though it’s still considered sporting to warn readers or site visitors 

to skip to the next paragraph if they don’t want to read something. Some classy sites actually 

code spoilers to be invisible unless the visitor scrolls over the blank area to highlight that passage 

in the review. 

5. Judge the story. Are the character’s actions justified, and are their motives plausible? Is there 

an internal consistency to the way each person behaves, or do some words, thoughts, or actions 

ring false? Does the plot make sense? Is the story line logical? Is the narrative arc well shaped, 

with an economy of form, or is it flabby or drawn out, with time-killing pointlessness? 

6. Rate the actors. Do they meet the expectations dictated by the plot and other story elements? If 

not, is it their own thespian shortcomings, are they hampered by a poor script, or is there 

something about their performances that makes you believe the director is at fault? What could 

the performers, the screenwriters, or the filmmaker have done differently to make the movie 

work better? 

7. Evaluate the technical elements. How do the cinematography, editing, lighting, sound, and 

other components support or detract from the film? Is music appropriate and effectively 

employed? You needn’t know film-technology jargon to share your thoughts about how these 

elements contributed to or detracted from the whole. 

 

 



SOME GOOD/BAD EXAMPLES FROM NETFLIX: 

**** I really wanted to give this three-and-a-half stars. This movie is based on some pretty grisly 

true-life murders back in the Victorian era, when cadavers were hard to come by. Two men 

named Burke & Hare made a killing (har har) by creating their own miraculously fresh 

"cadavers" and selling them to Dr. Knox, who didn't bother to ask too hard where they came 

from.This movie, by John Landis, gives it a black-comedy treatment. There's a little too much 

gruesomeness- the sound editor had a field day- and he turns Burke into a love-struck, goofy, 

charming fellow played by Simon Pegg, and Hare into a wily, weaselly, but still-in-love-with-

his-wife man played by Andy Serkis. The movie itself would have gotten about 2 stars, but there 

are so many wonderful little moments that made me laugh out loud. A lot of them have to do 

with Andy Serkis' facial expressions- that man is a genius. Nobody sneers like Tim Curry (Dr. 

Knox's rival), and some of the men playing bit parts are comedy gold. There are some hysterical 

one-liners and absurd situations. It's a fun movie. It's not a good movie- and it's certainly not a 

historically accurate movie- but it's a fun script and everyone had a blast with their parts. Worth 

seeing.  

*** This is a good, solid dark comedy, with moments of brilliance, but falls short of its potential. 

The film revolves around the essentially true story of two men in Edinburgh who discover the 

lucrative business of selling corpses to the local medical schools. When supplies fall a bit short 

of demand, they decide to do a bit of DIY. Pegg turns in a solid performance as Burke, a 

reluctant and likeable murderer, though not as overtly humorous as Shaun or Hot Fuzz. The 

supporting cast is quite good, and longtime fans of Pegg will be glad to see him reunited with 

Jessica Hynes from Spaced. Wilkinson and Curry are both good as doctors and professors 

competing for available corpses for their anatomy schools. The film moves along at a reasonable 

pace and is overall enjoyable. There is some good dialogue between the partners in crime, as 

well as some humorous Gump-like inventions. However, if you're expecting greatness, you will 

be disappointed. This one is more chuckles than belly laughs. Worth a look, though, especially if 

you're a Pegg fan.  

* Another movie to add to the long list of worst movies ever. i would not recommend. this stinks 

***** THIS F-------G MOVIE IS F-------G AWESOME AND HILARIOUS and the review has 

to be 80 characters so I'll just keep typing until it lets me hit the "Submit button" aa aa aa aa aa aa 

aa aa aa aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa 
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